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Abstract
State action reward state action (SARSA) is one of the important learning methods of reinforcement
learning. It updates policy using optimal action taken over the environment and uses temporal difference
( ). Where the  used for eligibility trace, it used to contain a temporary record of every node in state
action pairs (s, a) under each episode. In this paper, we proposed a novel algorithm and developed the
update target value applying the average of all possible successive action values along with eligibility
trace to store every state action value within look up table. That improves reinforcement learning model
convergence characteristics and learning e�ciency. In the result section, represent that our proposed
algorithm has better learning e�ciency than Q learning. It can be used for solving complex wireless
communication networks and other solutions for the development of other intelligent arti�cial
communication networks.

1. Introduction
In nowadays arti�cial intelligence technology play an important role in the development of the different
�eld; machine learning is an emerging technology towards solving practical communication problems in
real environments. Increased learning is widely used in environment training and for accepting sensory
input data sets under policy optimization issues. Sarsa techniques interacts sensory input and
environment through reward and penalty. Reinforcing learning can learn on itself without prior knowledge
of the environment compared to other machine learning methods through trials and errors. Sarsa is a TD
control on-policy. Both greedy policies are Sarsa's objectives policies and behavior [1]. Estimation of the
value function for taking decisions under greedy policy. It is environmentally sound and perceptive and
has online learning features. Increased learning therefore offers a viable and effective solution to the
sequential problem. In complex environments, decision-making. Q learning acting over an unknown
environment without prior knowledge of the system environmental information is widely used in model-
free reinforcement learning. Without prior environmental facts, interact with environmental effects and
carry out the test and best possible greedy policy for movement. Increasing discount along with regard to
intelligent machines [2-5]. The framework for enhancement learning in the �eld of communication has
also recently been widely studied resource allocation and network programming.

1.1 Models for the Environment

The environment maintains the current internal state and describes the internal transitions of the agent
when an action is performed. It also determines if an episode has concluded that state transitions can be
properly described. It is the state of the agent using the environmental model �g.1.1. It provides functions
to get the current state into a state object, to execute an action and to determine if the episode is over. It
includes the following methods, calculates the internal state transitions or carries out an action and
measures the new state for this functionality. Indicate that after the current step since the episode has
ended the model reset [6-10]. In the next state, you must write the agent to �nd current and internal state
variables.
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Function transition describes the transition function used for the internal state transitions as the
interface. The function transition function is shown by s0 = f (s, a). There are also functions to get an
initial state for a new episode and to determine whether a model should be reset in a particular state. The
following interface methods are available to the user for this functionality.  Reset State sets initial
episode states. This may be random states or certain states. Some initial methods for the sampling state
are already described, such as random or zero initialization [11-13]. If the episode in the state is
unsuccessful, return to the beginning state. This transition function keeps the current agent condition and
uses the transition function for state transitions.

The model of action is to be executed in more than one-step, and therefore the number of steps needed
should be kept. These steps should not be �xed, but may depend on the current condition. The action
must store the action values used for a continuous space of action. Continuing actions with discrete
actions such as robotic football, navigation, and shooting should also be intermixed. Another action
contains primitive actions, which have been decided on the following action model; discreet actions from
an action set do not contain any information.

An action object is always only created once and a search criterion in action set �g.1.1 is the action
object pointer. Every action type with modi�able data has a particular action data object while the action
values are stored in continuous measures. In the action's action data, the current activity is stored. Yet
another problem comes with this approach. For instance, what happens if an algorithm wants to change
the action data by setting other constant actions? All other listeners will receive these falsi�ed actions,
because all listeners receive the same action when the action information is changed. Therefore, you
really need to change the action data at least after you use it on all listeners [14-17]. For all methods that
receive action, it therefore introduces additional action data parameters. A listener must not modify
action data, but must use his/her individual action data. The data on the action changed only by the
agent himself and is always the action taken in the current step. All actions offer a general interface for
the action data object to return if no action data are used and the action data of the appropriate type
created. Furthermore, all action data provides functions to set and copy actions by another action data
object. For actions that are not �xed, because the duration of the variable has to be stored in action
information. The action details include the following: 

• Number of steps already executed by the action. 

• Whether the action is completed as it is. Multi-stage actions (st, st+1) are represented. This approach
offers two ways to use multi-step actions [18-20]. 

• Duration of the environment model may be speci�ed. This is useful in robotics, for example, where the
exact duration of a speci�c action cannot be known before performance. The duration can be measured
after execution and then saved to the multi-stage data. Controller of agent de�ned in �g. 1.1 this requires
an interface and the used learning algorithms for controllers. It introduces a single agent controller object
that the user can set. The controller cannot alter only the agent's action data, so how can changing action
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information from the controller be returned. One action data set is a part of an action set, whereby a new
corresponding action data is stored for each action in the action set. If the agent wants to retrieve an
action from a controller, he always gives the controller additional action data [21]. The controller now
selects an action speci�c, changes the action data assigned to the action and returns the pointer of the
action chosen. The agent has to obtain this from his data set. After the action recovered from the agent,
the agent changes the content of the current action data to the controller's actions data. State
representation used as one of the most important steps in the learning of problems since it describes a
strong environmental model. In order that the various formulations avoid misunderstandings: 

• State: all that is the object of the State. 

• State variable: the variable of a single state so that, for example, the variable of a continuous state
could be the agent location x. 

• State object obtained from the environment, the internal state of the agent.

For example, the ongoing model state may suffer discrimination. There are an arbitrary number of
continuous and discrete state variables for general enhancement learning tasks. These state variables
are collected in one state by State.  The state properties are the number of discrete and continuous status
variables maintained by a state object. It also stores the discrete state sizes and the valid range of
continuous state variables for discrete State variables.  Additional information on whether the variable is
regular or not, e.g., for angles, can be given for continuous state variables. The status properties are
created by the environment where the user needs to either specify the exact properties or by the State
modi�er for modi�ed states [22]. All state objects, which describe the same state, hold a pointer to the
speci�c status. The state of the environment should usually contain all information about the internal
situation of the agent. The state does not need to discriminate against the constant state variables,
because this type of information is stored elsewhere. Training tests to trace the policy learned or use the
stored pathways for education. It stores both the states and actions and the value of the award. Learning
data in robotics, for example, is very di�cult to collect and use for the whole training trials to recreate
with other algorithm parameters. Only off-position learning can be used for the stored episodes. Off-
political learning often leads to poor performance, but can be used before real learning begins. A list of
states is necessary to store a whole episode in your memory, as a state has to be dynamically allocated
each time. Episode is referred to as a learning process, one episode can be saved at a time in memory.
They're designed as listeners already. Once the new episode starts, the episode object rejects all stored
data. It is therefore possible to specify which states to store. There are states and measures to be stored
in an episode.

The learning process de�ned as an agent can store several episodes. It interfaces to obtain the agent's
data. An episode list is kept by the agent. The single states can be found from the episodes. The episodes
should be remembered as numbers. When the entire study is stored at a table.  The learning Data in state-
action pairing or Q-tables must be stored in each RL algorithm. There are features for such learned
information, such like storing or loading the learned data. It determines that a policy is either good or bad.
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It can estimate a certain number of states' future discounted award or average award in certain episodes
through learning experience. The number of episodes for evaluation may be used by the Policy Evaluator.
The initial status of episodes is sampled by the environment as usual. If the initial states are sampled at
random, large initial state spaces will require a large number of episodes specially to achieve reliable
results. The same set of initial states can be used for each assessment every time.

1.2 Wireless Communication System

In wireless sensor network dynamic environment mechanism is more challenging than another
environment to solve a particular. Innocent routing protocols upgrade and setups various sensor base
station which are used for transmitting and receiving data in both mode weather static and dynamic.
Here, especially described dynamic base station, which operated and controlling packets from various
node along with shortest path and also sure that it regulates within each node. so that every node
smoothly transmitted data through this path continuously. Another episode may be static that based on
various application sensing nodes. Object detection and tracking nodes through sensing devices in short
of time responses, for clear explanation, is applicable in the early-stage monitoring of forests to protect
and avoid burning and other accidental causes in that places. Static monitoring phenomenon based on
the reactive manner along with constructive mode [23-25].

Data transmission has more applicable in the �eld of wireless sensor network. It is working on
continuous event process, structure-based analysis and hybrid in nature. Each sensor transmits data
packets in continuously to the nearest base station. That are very challenging task to design schematic
diagram of network architecture. There are more than hundred sensors are connected together and
operated over a given target-oriented task. The number of nodes governed by routing protocols that deals
which protocol are sending to which nodes that is more important for used protocol. Data Fusion –
 decomposition of the transmitting data for sending to the various nodes. Method of integrating data
from various sources based on a set of criteria. Signal ampli�cation techniques are used to do this. Some
routing protocols use this strategy to improve energy e�ciency and data transfer. In this method, coping
data are decomposed based on unique key, which received from various nodes.  Wireless sensors �y
around the mobile sync sensing section from the receiving nodes, the sensor node using the mobile sync
node architecture. A mobile sync node transforms it into a sensor node. It may also make use of a data
collector that is mounted within the sensing region. The following approaches used to collect data in
wireless sensor networks with handheld sink nodes. Discovery – Information base independent of
mobility, data transfer –collaborative data discovery and transfer, proxy-based, �at routing and  motion
control – trajectory – static, dynamic, speed, and hybrid

 Sensor Node- System that collects data from every connected sensor node over the environment,
processes it, and communicates with other nodes. Received all sensing data after synchronization it sent
to respective nodes. It's used for a variety of purposes, including data collection and information
gathering. It functions similarly to a base station or access point.
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Topologies of the Network: Working principle of the bus topology is described through broadcasting
many nodes connected to each other over network. It may handle tra�c congestion and establish
communication through the one-to-one communication. When a network bus has more than a few
hundred nodes, performance issues are likely to arise. 

Topology of Trees- In this case, the tree network can be thought of as a cross between the two stars [26-
27]. A wireless sensor network route may have a single hop or several hops, each of which is a suitable
sensor node for the sensor to receive and exchange environmental data. They synchronize and send the
sensor to their parents after receiving the data message from their children. In this, tree was de�ned
through load balancing and also established communication between each node, has a �aw. Topology of
the Stars- A centralized coordination center connects star networks (sync). Nodes are unable to interact
with one another directly[28]. The entire communication must go through a single point of contact. The
highest remaining battery capacity, the shortest various stages, and the lowest movement consignment
are all factors in determining the �nest route from initial to target. We use same routing parameters in two
separate topographic regions with the A-Star search algorithm and fuzzy approach to compare our point
of view on the e�cacy of the network’s better utilization of the consumption of the energy [29].

For communication- purposes, each node in a ring network has exactly two neighbors. In a loop, all
messages move in the same direction, clockwise or counterclockwise.

When a node fails, the loop is broken, and the whole network is brought down to a lower level. The ring
network, on the other hand, effectively manages tra�c and dual-path link congestion.

 Topology of Meshes- Messages in the mesh topology will travel in multiple directions from their origin to
their destination. (Remember that, even though two paths exist in a loop, the message can only move in
one direction.) A complete network is one in which every node is connected to every other node. This
consists of some devices that are connected to others through nodes. 

2. Proposed Model And Algorithm
SARSA (status-action-reward–state-action) learning consists of learning and storing state and actions in
the context of a greedy policies ( ). Both SARSA and Q Learning are usually suitable in the Marko
decision-making process to deal with most of the tabular cases. This enables creation based on greedy
policy every iterative data saved in to look up table under restricted storage space and computing power.
Sarsa and query-based learning are systematic, complete online teaching methods using temporal
differentiation (TD). Beginning of the state action pairs, the agent takes a state action pair and performs
every time the episode. Estimate the action value will be updated by state action-pairs along with greedy
policy- Q (s, a) = + γ(x

1
−i)  Qt(st+1, at+1)…..(2), to reduce the calculation burden. (1) (2). State action

pair Qt(st + 1, at + 1) of the above-mentioned Eqs. (1) and (2), and each update needs to only achieve one-
step action pair. Where state current (st), action (at), state st + 1 successively, and action on + 1 follow the
immediate Reward Rt + 1[34–35]. To reduce the computational burden, along with greedy policy- Q (s, a)

ϵ

π ∑πa'

π
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= γ(x
1

−i)  Qt (st+1, at+1)…..(2), the above-mentioned Eqs. (1) and (2) state action pair Qt(st+1, at+1),
action pair. Where current state (st), action (at), successive state st+1 and successive action at+1 and the
immediate reward Rt+1.

In the above �gure-2, γ is the discount rate and their range (0 < γ < 1), which reduces the effect of future
expected rewards. N is counted step, i is total step and R is total reward .

This algorithm can search for an optimistic path without repetition in an unknown environment with the
help of WSN. The purpose of an algorithm is to traverse all the states �rstly with the help of look-up-table
which contain approximate value of the number of further paths possible along a particular path. The
algorithm accepts some pseudo code as the input for training process of agent. Complexity of time and
space is deliberate through the algorithm. In which sarsa agent moved in all possible directions and
arrived through independent paths from the start state to the goal state.

This paper assumes episodic tasks with a termination state, and the proposed algorithm is given below-

The complete proposed algorithms in this work are as follows-

2.1 Proposed algorithm and implementation

1. Parameter used in algorithm: eligibility trace discount rate λ ∈ (0, 1), learning rate α > 0

2. Initialize look-up-table Q (s, a) and eligibility trace E (s, a) for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A

3. de�ne loop for every epoch

Begin

For (every state si: S)

Initialize E (s, a), for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A

fetch the start state si

�nd possible actions and execute

check for goal status

if (yes: goal = start state)

Update discount rate R1 = RγN- i and i = i + 1

E (s, a) ← E (s, a) + 1 (accumulating trace)

else

∑πa'
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{
Goal ≠ stat states

Store (s,a) value in look-up-table

}
repeat until goal reached

End.

3. Results And Discussions
In this part, we discussed about on-policy and off-policy temporal difference learning. Further we use
Markov decision process with 16 states. The state space can be visualized using a 4x4 grid along with
SARSA learning. As shown in Fig. 3 represents the state of the grid world environment. The actions
performed by the agent over given environment via every cell along with four actions possible in each
state: north, south, east, and west. Due to the boundary wall problem agent is not able to jump from one
boundary to next state. After movement, the agent receives a reward of -1 on each transition. According to
the received signal agent will perform action immediately to backtrack to the current position in grid
world. It received reward in + 1. In this, randomness of decision-making agent is not allowed between cell.

The value function for the random policy is shown in Fig. 3. For each state the random policy randomly
chooses one of the four possible actions. The numbers in the states represent the expected values of the
states.

The optimal value function is shown in Fig. 3. Again, starting in the lower left corner, calculating the sum
of the reinforcements when performing the optimal policy (the policy that will maximize the sum of the
reinforcements).

3.1 Performance Comparison

SARSA and Q learning Performance are used by the following table and graph to evaluate accuracy,
learning e�ciency with respect to various episode.
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Table 3.1
SARSA Learning and Q Learning Algorithm comparison table between different episodes

Learning rate/discount
rate

For
Epoch

E = 1000

For
Epoch

E = 3000

For
Epoch

E = 5000

For
Epoch

E = 7000

For
Epoch

E = 9000

For
Epoch

E = 
11000

d1 71 95.80 83 97.79 83 98.70

d2 72.40 71 71 85 95.82 96.82

d3 73.50 68.70 96.76 95.66 90.75 84.61

d4 89 78.70 96.52 85.80 98.91 95.71

d5 97.99 95.82 79.11 86.86 98.81 94.56

Average 78.87% 83.50% 80.69% 92.59% 91.70% 97.30%

3.2 Comparison between SARSA and Q Learning reward with various episodes

In this section, we compare the performance between SARSA and Q learning algorithm in the grid world
problem in the context of reward with respect to the different episodes and episodes with time steps. In
which we are used various Parameters as γ =0.99, is discount rate, α = 0.02, learning rate under number
of episodes. 

We can �nd that sarsa learning algorithm increase to converge, while the performance of Q learning,
which indicates the total reward of an episode is less than sarsa learning.  Sarsa learns secure path, in
which learning agent will move towards the target on path. Penalty in term of wrong probability assigned
by agent during negative feedback of the grid world problem.  Therefore, in the grid world problem, sarsa
is better than Q learning. 

3.2 Comparison between SARSA and Q Learning algorithm learning e�ciency with different episodes

In this section, we discussed the several discount rates on each sarsa and Q learning along with number
of episodes. We focused the agent to learn the optimal learning algorithm faster and more e�ciently to
attain better performance. Therefore, �rst of all we have taken 60 episodes for agent performance under
ten runs for each learning rate. Range of given learning rate is from 0.1 to 0.9 and it increased in step by
0.1 and the eligibility trace of sarsa is set to 0.4. In �gure 3.1 shows the total rewards over 60 episodes
under ten runs. We observed that the performance of sarsa learning increased exponentially as compared
to Q learning in the context of the learning rate. We also observed that expected sarsa along with
eligibility trace given better performance than other algorithms. Eligibility trace enhanced learning
e�ciency and reduced the number of episodes so that proposed algorithms �nd short routes within the
communication network along with faster discount speed. Increased learning e�ciency performed by the
agent through all possible actions, the proposed algorithm can also perform well learning rate. SARSA
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learning uses max possible action value of succeeding actions for route �nding in the grid world
environment.  

4. Conclusion
We have studied the different intelligent target detection problems in communication networks scenario
along with their learning techniques. In most of the algorithms used, Q-learning RL algorithm to �nd a
routing strategy. Different from others, we proposed a novel algorithm based on sarsa learning used to
the updates target value, applying the average of all possible successive state action value Q(s, a) along
with eligibility trace to store every state action value within lookup table. This algorithm is able to reduce
the number of episodes during policy decisions for taking action over a given environment, which
increases learning e�ciency.

Based on performance comparison, we have found that our proposed algorithm has better learning
e�ciency than Q learning in the grid world environment. And this also increased then learning e�ciency
and reduced the number of episodes during decision-making in the grid world problem. It also provides
better solution to study and design of distributed wireless communication networks. In the future work,
we will extend to design along with optimization of route selection in distributed IOT systems, bandwidth
allocation and power control optimization in wireless communication systems. The further expansion of
RL, as deep reinforcement learning and multi-agent methods.
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Figures

Figure 1

Figure 1.1 Agent-environment interaction with SARSA learning
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Figure 2

Figure 2: Proposed model of combining SARSA Learning and WSN
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Figure 3

Fig.3 agent actions

Figure 4

Fig 3.1. Total reward of Q Learning and SARSA Learning with respect to various episodes
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Figure 5

Fig.3.2 Comparison between different episodes and learning e�ciency 


